CBE in the News:

- Eminent engineer: UD’s Ogunnaike named outstanding chemical engineer
- Organic zeolites: Yan organic zeolite advance highlighted in Nature Communications

Departmental Events:

- **CMET Seminar**
  Isidro (Dan) Zarraga, Genentech
  Tuesday, August 5, 2014
  3:00 pm in 366 CLB
  "Nanocolloid Science in Immunotherapy: Therapeutic Vaccine and Antibody Formulations"

- **CMET Seminar**
  Daniel Bracewell, University College London
  Friday, August 8, 2014
  1:30 pm in 366 CLB
  "Nanofibers as Adsorbents for Continuous Chromatography"

- Please mark your calendars for **Monday, May 4, 2015**, for the Delaware Membrane Protein Symposium to be held at Clayton Hall. More details and registration information will be released in early January.

Jobs/Recruiting:

- **Stanford University**
  Position: Faculty Position
  Application Due Date: 11/10/2014 (or until the position is filled).
  Description: The successful candidate will be expected to teach at the graduate and undergraduate level, to develop advanced graduate courses in a research specialty, as well as to develop a world-class research program with an emphasis on the fundamental physical, chemical, or biological aspects of chemical engineering science. Applicants should be seeking a stimulating interdisciplinary environment in which to pursue teaching and research. We anticipate that the faculty members will contribute to and develop leadership roles and interactions among faculty not only in Chemical Engineering, but also Electrical, Mechanical, Civil and Environmental, and Material Science and Engineering in the School of Engineering; in Physics, Chemistry, and Biology in the School of Humanities and Sciences; in the departments and programs in the School of Medicine, as well as Bioengineering located in the Schools of Engineering and Medicine, and at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory.

  Available positions can be found on the Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering opportunity website (http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html), so be sure to check it regularly.